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Renegade Miniature
Miniature Aussies
Aussies
Renegade
Upcoming Litter Deposit Contract
Part I- How puppies are "picked"
Pick puppies are chosen first by us at Renegade (if necessary for our program) and then in the order of
deposits received on that particular litter. While it is not required to place a deposit to be notified of the
litter's arrival, a deposit will secure your chances of getting the puppy you want from your chosen litter.
Please give us a call or reach out to us online to ask any questions you may have and to give us a chance to
meet you and ask our questions. We want to be sure that our babies are a great fit for your family, and visa
versa. (This is also the only way to get our mailing address to send the deposit.) Let us know what
color/gender/specifics you are wanting to reserve when you drop the contract/deposit in the mail. The
signed contract and deposit must be received within seven (7) days for us to continue to hold your pick. If
the deposit is not received within 7 days, the pick will move to the next person waiting for that puppy and
you can make your new pick when the deposit arrives from the puppies that are available at that time.

Part II- Your pick
When the puppies are born, we will text you photos of the puppies that are available for your selection or if
you'd prefer, you can wait to receive the email with their photos at one day old. If you are undecided
between multiple puppies, let us know your top two and we will hold them both until you decide. We will
send you updated pictures every other week, or sooner if available, as well as updates on their
personalities to help you make your choice. Picks must be made by the time puppies are five weeks old
when final payment and shipping arrangements will be discussed. At the time of your selection you will
need to fill out our puppy contract with the specifics of YOUR puppy!
Purpose: (Show Prospect) (Breed Prospect) (Pet Only) (Performance Prospect) (Service Prospect)
Color Desired: (Any) (Black Tri) (Blue Merle) (Red Tri) (Red Merle) (We currently don’t have Bi's)
Color Modifiers: (Minimal White) (Mismark) (Harlequin)
Gender Desired: (Any) (Male) (Female)
Eye Color Desired: (Blue) (Brown) (Green) (Amber)
Eye Color Modifiers: (Two eyes, same color) (Two different color eyes) (Marbled) (Chipped)
Litter Preference:

1. _____________________________________
2. _____________________________________
3. _____________________________________

For more information on deposits and our policies involving them, visit us online at www.RenegadeMiniAussies.com
and go to the "Deposits" page.
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Part III- The deposit
Deposits are $250 unless otherwise stated and can be sent check/money order with the contract or you can
send it through PayPal if you add the $10 in fees they will charge for the service. (Send $260 for the $250
to arrive to us through PayPal. Only $250 will be credited to your total purchase.) Deposits are NON
REFUNDABLE but are fully TRANSFERRABLE for one whole year! We understand that life happens and
things come up, so if your puppy isn't in the litter you had hoped for or your family is going through some
things and the timing could be better, no worries! We will contact you FIRST for EVERY litter for the next
YEAR that has a puppy meeting your request until your dream puppy is found! NOTE* the deposit does not
lock in the price of your original puppy. You can't put down a deposit on a $400 tri male pet and expect to
get a show quality, blue eyed, blue merle female for $400. The deposit will be applied to the listed price of
whichever puppy you choose to put it on. $400 - $250 = $150
$1500 - $250 = $1250

Part IV- Final payment and getting your puppy!
Final payment for your puppy is due two weeks before the puppy is scheduled to be shipped home or
delivered. This allows time for checks to clear, vet appointments to be set, and flights to be booked. If you
are picking your puppy up in person you may make the final payment when you visit our home, but for
obvious reasons please bring the balance in cash. If you forget, we will direct you to a local ATM where it
can be withdrawn. (Unless you use our bank, it is possible they will charge a fee of up to $2 for the
withdrawal from a different bank.) Puppies are expected to be picked up by 9 weeks of age unless
otherwise discussed. After 9 weeks old, a weekly boarding fee will be added to the balance.

Part V- New Owner Info
Name:_____________________________________

Date:______________________

Address:______________________________________________________________________________
City:___________________________________ State:___________________ Zip:__________________
Phone 1: (Home) (Mobile) ____________________________

Text? (Yes) (No)

Phone 2: (Home) (Mobile) ____________________________

Text? (Yes) (No)

Email: _______________________________________________________________________________
We would love to know how you found out about us! Please let us know!!
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

For more information on deposits and our policies involving them, visit us online at www.RenegadeMiniAussies.com
and go to the "Deposits" page.
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Part VI- Terms and Signatures
*I acknowledge that this deposit is non refundable, but is transferrable for one year.
*I acknowledge that this contract and deposit must reach Renegade Mini Aussies within seven (7) days to
continue to hold my pick or it will be offered to the next in line.
*I acknowledge that Renegade Mini Aussies will do everything in their power to help me make the right
decision for my family and I will be required to select my pick puppy by 5 weeks old.
*I acknowledge that I will sign a puppy adoption contract upon selection of my puppy and that this contract
is only for the deposit, not for the purchase of my puppy.
*I acknowledge that my deposit does not guarantee the price of my puppy, but the cost of the deposit will
be deducted from the price of whichever puppy I choose.
*I acknowledge that shipping and all related costs are my responsibility and are to be paid with the balance
of my puppy at five weeks old.
*I acknowledge that when picking up my puppy in person I must bring the balance in cash or go to the local
ATM to withdraw it.
*I acknowledge that Renegade Mini Aussies strives to produce quality minis for the home and show ring. If
a puppy is chosen for a show/breed home that the breeder sees as unfit for the desired purpose, Renegade
Mini Aussies reserves the right to decline that puppy to that home and offer a better choice from the same
litter. If no puppy of the desired quality is available in that litter, the deposit will be moved to the next
litter.
*I acknowledge that Renegade Mini Aussies has the right to refuse any puppy to any home, at any time, for
any reason.
*I acknowledge that Renegade Mini Aussies are in fact MINI AUSSIES and are registered with ASDR, NOT
AKC!!
The Buyer(s) and Renegade Mini Aussies have read and understand this agreement and agree to all parts
and portions thereof and consider it as a binding agreement between themselves.

Signatures and Dates
Seller: _________________________ Buyer : _________________________
Date :_________________________ Date : _________________________

For more information on deposits and our policies involving them, visit us online at www.RenegadeMiniAussies.com
and go to the "Deposits" page.

